
ABSTRACT 

. 

Kurnia Putri Pertiwi. 2017. The effectiveness of cooperative learning in Bamboo dancing 

strategy toward japanessse learning (experimental research toward students of grade tenth in 

management office at SMK Wijaya Kusuma Lenteng Agung). 

Japanesse Languange is one of foreigner language that has been taught in Vocational School 

or Senior high School in Indonesia. The material that is taught are grammer and alphabet. But, 

the teaching learning process in every teacher is different, so some of the students don’t 

understand at all with the previous material but they are given other materials. So a strategy is 

needed to improve teaching learning Japanesse in SMK/SMA, one of that strategy is Bamboo 

Dancing.  

Bamboo Dancing Strategy is a part of cooperative learning strategy. Because of this strategy 

has some advantages like improving students’ motivation and team work. So, students will be 

able to share their knowledge abou the material that have been taught to their friends.  

The purposes of this research are (1) to know the effectiveness of teaching learning japanesse 

(reading, writing, observing, speaking) before using  bamboo dancing strategy and dfter using 

bamboo dancing strategy. (2) to know the students responses toward cooperative learning 

using bamboo strategy in teaching learning japanesse. The method that was experimental 

One-Group Pretest-Postest Design. 

The sample of this research was 30 students in grade tenth of management office at SMK 

Wijaya Kusuma Lenteng Agung. The rinstruments of this study are speaking test and writing 

test. Based on the data analysis, it can be conclude that there is differentiate between the sum 

of pretes result, it is 69 and the sum of post test result, that is 78,5, so the difference of the 

sum is 9.5. The result for this research depend on significance level 5% with the tolerance = 

58 for ttable 2,00. from the result of t account 4,52 it means the value of t account more than t 

table (thitung > ttabel), so accepted HK and rejected HO. It can be conclude that the 

implementation of coperative learning in bamboo dancing strategy is effective in teaching 

learning japanesse.  
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